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All State Etudes Are Live! 

All State Etudes and audition instructions are live at https://www.jeiowa.org/all-state. 

After a successful transition to online submissions last year, we will once again be using Opus Events to 
upload all auditions. Instructions on how to use the site are also on the All-State page. 

Save $5 on each audition submission when you renew or join JEI! 

Join or renew by Nov. 30 to qualify for the audition discount.  
You can now renew online at the link below: 

https://jazz-educators-of-iowa.square.site 

Or stop by the JEI Booth at the IMEA conference to renew by cash, check, or credit card. 
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It Only Takes 15 Minutes to Damage Your Hearing
By Alyssa Adamec

Iowa City High Director Aaron Ottmar models a pair of  
Etymotic High Fidelity Ear Plugs, which cost less than $15)

When properly inserted, musician earplugs are nearly 
invisible, but provide important hearing protection.

Our ears allow us to hear a huge range of  sound, from a piccolo to string bass. Sound travels into the 
ear canal to the eardrum. Your eardrum passes the vibrations through your middle ear bones to the 
inner ear. The inner ear houses the cochlea, which holds thousands of  tiny hair cells. If  sound presented 
to your ear is too loud, then the hair cells are bent or broken. Once hair cells are damaged, they don’t 
grow back. Music Induced Hearing Loss is caused by over-stimulation of  hair cells within our auditory 
system.  

Excessive exposure to music at high levels and long periods of  times are likely to induce several hearing 
symptoms including:    

• Tinnitus (ringing in the ears)   
• Distortion or abnormal pitch perception   
• Decreased sensitivity to certain frequencies and volume levels  

Sound energy travels in waves and is measured in amplitude and frequency. Amplitude measures how 
forceful the wave is and measured in decibels (dB A). Normal conversation is about 65 dB A. Frequency 
is vibrations per second, or for musicians, it's our pitch (Tuning A = 440Hz). Anything 85 dB A or above 
can cause damage to your hearing. A sound that is 85dB A can take 8 hours before causing damage, but 
every 3dB increase in loudness, your amount of  exposure time cuts in half. A sound at 100dB A will 
start causing hearing damage after 15 minutes.    
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When loud sound is present, the common form of  practice is to turn down the volume, walk away or 
wear earplugs. As musicians, we are not able to turn down the music or walk away. We must protect our 
ears, and earplugs are a good alternative.    

Musicians' earplugs attempt to reproduce sound as close to the original sound as possible but at a safer 
volume. They are available in custom or non-custom options and range from $20-$200. When used 
correctly, musician earplugs can provide up to 20dB attenuation and extend the allowable playing time. 
However, please note that musician plugs will take time to adjust and will require frequent practice.  

In addition, it’s good to know how loud your environment is. You can download a sound level meter app, 
which gives you a live sound level measurement in decibels. The NIOSH Sound Level Meter App or Decibel 
X are both good options. Next time you have a rehearsal, use the app to see how loud rehearsals can be.    

Earplugs are surprisingly affordable. A good pair can be had for less than $20. Two good brands are 
Etymotic  and Westone. 

Custom earplugs afford the most protection, and are fitted by an audiologist. Cost if  about $200, a lot 
cheaper than hearing aids! 

Remember, that when you protect your hearing, you not only take care of  yourself, but also model an 
important health and safety practice for your students. 

(Thanks to Nicholas Giuliani, AuD, PhD, CCC-A for his help in preparing this article.) 

A native of  Coralville, Iowa, Alyssa Adamec started playing piano at age three and added viola at age nine, studying at the 
renown Preucil School of  Music in Iowa City. She has degrees in Viola Performance and Communication Sciences and 
Disorders from the University of  Northern Iowa. She is completing her final year of  the audiology doctoral program at the 
University of  Iowa, and working as an extern at the University of  Iowa Hospitals and Clinics as part of  the Iowa 
Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental and Related Disabilities.  

On top of  her academic and clinic success, Alyssa has performed as a soloist and orchestra member around the United States, 
and internationally, including Brazil, Spain, Austria, Germany, China and most recently, Romania. Alyssa not only has a 
passion for music performance but helping trained musicians of  all ages understand the significance of  their hearing and 
hearing loss prevention. 
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Middle School Honor Jazz Combo Day took place October 28 at sites in Waukee and 
Marion. Over 80 students participated in a day of  fun and learning. For some, it was the first 
time they had ever played in a small combo! Thanks to Mary Crandell and Steve Shanley for 
coordinating the activities. 

Our program scheduled for Sioux City is in the process of  being rescheduled. Contact Mary 
(mcrandell@waukeeschools.org) for more information.
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Percussion in general can be a challenge for many directors, and adding all the unwritten rules and 
ambiguities found in jazz drumming can create even more confusion. Relax, it doesn't have to be that 
difficult. Most of  the techniques and skills you teach your percussionists for concert and marching band 
will carry over to playing in jazz band. Good snare drum technique is extremely important. 

The primary skills for learning jazz drumming are playing good time (tempo and style), developing solo 
fills, and incorporating the fills appropriately in the music. There are many styles to learn, but in this 
article I'll focus on the standard jazz/swing time pattern and triple/swing eighth note fill patterns. You 
can apply this teaching method outlined here to other styles. I've included short YouTube video 
examples that have onscreen music notation. 

Begin with the basic jazz/swing beat. This may be notated as a dotted eighth and sixteenth, broken 
triplets, or sometimes as even eighth notes. Usually this will be played as swing eighth notes based in a 
triplet subdivision. The ride cymbal and hi-hat are the main time keepers. The bass drum should be 
played VERY lightly. The snare drum can be used as a time keeper reinforcing the hi-hat, but at this 
beginning stage I recommend using the snare drum sparsely, very lightly, or not at all. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKYI8lw6Nr4&t=100s 

I recommend using triplets to begin learning jazz solo fills. The pattern demonstrated in this video is 
used to help the student efficiently feel the division of  three. The student should use alternating strokes 
leading with the right hand. With this method the right hand will play on beats one and three and the 
left hand will play on beats two and four. This is not a rule for all time, but a good habit to develop at 
this beginning stage. Play one measure of  time and one measure of  triplets to create a two bar phrase. 
Play three measures of  time and one measure of  triplets to create a four bar phrase. Of  course you will 
not play a fill every two or four measures in real music, but this is a great way for students to learn to 
feel the music in phrases. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXvF8HiOA40&t=194s 

Triplet Solo Fill Variations #1 continues using triplets but arranges or voices the triplets differently 
around the drums. We begin in groups of  three or six, moving on the beat, and then vary the groupings 
creating syncopation. Continue practicing in two or four bar phrases. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_mmii6ctOU&t=41s 

Tips For Developing Jazz Band Drummers 
Greg Forney 

gjforney@gmail.com
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Triplet Solo Fill Variations #2 uses a sticking pattern that omits the 2nd and/or 8th triplets of  each 
measure to break up the continuous line of  triplets and create rhythmic variety. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UwKQzZwEfs 

Triplet Solo Fill Variations #3 uses a sticking pattern that omits the 5th and/or 11th triplets of  each 
measure to break up the continuous line of  triplets and create rhythmic variety. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwFdvj7Rbco 

Up to this point I recommend practicing one solo fill pattern at a time. Attempting too much variety 
too soon tends to cause confusion and mistakes. Once these basic patterns have been mastered the 
student should combine patterns, add dynamic contrasts and accents, and play shorter or longer fills. 
Playing an eight or twelve measure phrase ending with a one or two beat fill is practical. Playing two 
bars of  time and two bars of  solo is great for developing longer solos in time. I recommend using 
repetitive patterns to master basic techniques and develop a beginning vocabulary, but our goal is to 
mix patterns and use space and variety to create interesting musical solo fills. The fills should always fit 
the style and tempo of  the music and should serve a musical purpose. Fills should usually be played as 
a transition between sections of  the song or to outline the form of  the arrangement. 

Adding Accents To Triplet Solo Fills 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quZ2C_C2HsU 

Two Simple Tips To Spice Up You Triplet Solo Fills 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ld9dMXtvGwQ 

The shuffle is similar to a jazz/swing groove, but slightly different. Besides being a great groove it is 
also an excellent way to begin developing independence and improvisation in the left hand. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eku4FHV_xyI&t=33s 

Reading is important, but keep in mind a jazz band drum set part is usually just a guide. Jazz 
drummers will often NOT play exactly as written on the page. Jazz drum charts vary from no 
information at all to totally overwritten jumbles of  confusion. For the jazz drummer it's usually more 
about reading the road map and understanding the form of  the arrangement than playing every note 
written on the page. This is not an excuse for your drummers to not read! Your student drummers 
should always know where they are in the arrangement, know where the breaks or fills are, and know 
the form. Interpreting a written drum chart is a deeper topic than space here allows, so for now my 
best advice is listen to recordings of  the music and analyze what parts of  the written chart the 
drummer on the recording is using or ignoring. You certainly aren't locked in to doing exactly what's 
on the recording, but that is a good place to start. See my YouTube channel for other video lessons. 
Feel free to contact me if  you have any questions. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvWUe-x11RIFiLfAxCIWLjA/videos?view_as=subscriber 

Greg Forney graduated from the University of  South Dakota and was a high school band director for 34 years. During his 30-year 
tenure at Okoboji High School, his jazz band qualified for the Iowa Jazz Championships 22 times, performed in IJC finals 10 
times, and won 4 state championships. Today, Greg stays busy teaching private lessons, assisting and mentoring band directors, 
working as a clinician, and judging jazz festivals. As a performer, Greg has played at the Okoboji Summer Theatre in 75 musical 
productions, well over 600 performances and leads the Dick Bauman big band, of  which he’s been a member since 1997.
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Make the Most of  Your Guest Artist Experience 
Dennis Green 

Al Naylor is one of  the most celebrated trumpeters and jazz educators in Iowa. He’s taught and 
mentored hundreds of  students (many of  whom have followed him into teaching), and played on the 
most prestigious jazz stages in the world, including Montreux. But if  you ask him to tell you a 
memorable jazz experience, he’ll talk about the time Clark Terry came to his high school as a guest 
artist. 

“Clark showed us what it could be like as an adult playing, with style and charisma. We were just 
flabbergasted at how nice he was. How encouraging.” 

Bringing in a guest artist for a clinic and performance can be a highlight of  your students’ jazz 
experience, and can also help you to be a better teacher. 

Jen Tiede teaches at her alma mater, Linn-Mar High School in Marion. She says that one of  her 
goals is always to glean tips for herself, as well as to provide a good learning experience for her students. 
“I pick up on what I should be listening for, any glaring deficiencies that I’m missing, how to work on 
improvisation and rhythm section interaction. I take LOTS of  notes and use these notes as a task list 
for future rehearsals.  Sometimes clinicians confirm what we are already doing and sometimes they give 
me help with things that I was completely missing.” 

Anthony Williams, associate professor of  trombone at UNI, says the attitude of  the band director 
makes a big difference. “I also enjoy when the band director is just as engaged as the students 
are....even if  the director is familiar with what I'm doing. It's great for the kids to see their teacher 
engaged. As a clinician, I'm not going in with the goal of  saying something revolutionary! My goal is to 
try my hardest to help them sound better so it is highly likely that I will say many things that a previous 
clinician or band director has said.
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Rod Pierson, saxophone player and Director of  Road Sales for West Music, gets to know dozens of  
directors both as customers and collaborators every year. He enjoys getting to know teachers and 
students through repeated visits. “Jim DePriest and the entire staff  at Mt. Pleasant offer me the 
clinician, free license to speak about music and life...we cover things about music History, gigging 
experiences...Because this is an annual happening, I've been able to develop an understanding about 
the individuals in the Band. 

Every guest artist and every band is different. But clinicians like Anthony and Rod agree that good 
communication and preparation make for a good experience on both sides. 

Rod says that if  you are focused on getting your band ready for a contest or festival, make sure that 
you schedule the clinic with enough time to incorporate and lock in changes for the band’s 
performance. If  possible, he recommends scheduling clinics for the evening, or over a weekend, to 
allow the kind of  time to the project that may not be available in class, or at a one-hour rehearsal. But 
clinicians understand that is not always possible, and can adjust based on the time they have. 

Anthony says that preparing the music as much as possible before the clinician arrives is key. 
“Clinicians do not enjoy teaching notes and rhythms, (but) helping to clarify notes and rhythms is fine.”  

He also enjoys hearing directly from the students, and suggests that the director strongly request, if  
not require, each student to bring a question for the clinician to answer. 

Jen says that sometimes the most valuable and memorable thing a student takes from a clinic 
experience doesn’t have as much to do with playing technique, but about connecting to the music. 
“Last year with Marques Carroll, he has such a great way of  story-telling and getting them to think 
more about what they are playing and why they are playing it.” 

And in a media environment where music is consumed on a mobile device, seeing and hearing a 
musician live is extra important. 

“Students need to hear live jazz,” says Jen. “And this is an opportunity to do that.” 
With the right preparation and communication, bringing in a clinician can be an experience that 

will help your band today, and perhaps also provide an experience your students will remember for the 
rest of  their lives.
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Renew your membership by clicking here.   

“I’ll play it first and tell you what it is later.” 

Miles Davis
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